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fe*-PARANOMAL-OPERATORS

Cheon Seoung Ryoo and Park Young Sik

1. Introduction

In [1], Masathosi Fujii and Yasuhiko Nakatsu introduced the concept 

of fe-hyponomal operators. An operator T is said to be 虹hypo호nomal 
if (TT*)fc < (T*T)fc, k being a positive integer.

The class of A:-quasi-hyponormal operators and A:-paranomal oper

ators was introduced and studied by Rushpa R.Suri and N.Singh[2]. 

An operator 꼬 defined on a Hilbert space H is k~quasi-hyponomal 

if 꼬**2애; 一 (T*T)k > 0, being a positive integer, or equivalently 

||(”琲에 > 俨께, if k is eveii)and 찌if k is odd, for all x in 

丸 An operator T is said to be fc-paranomal if ||7끼圳 for 

every unit vector x k being a positive integer. In [3], an operate，호 
T is said to be *-paranomal if ||T*x||2 < ||T2x|| for every unit vector x 

in

We shall define a new class of operators. An operator T is said to 

be fc*-paranomal if ||T*x||fc < ||Tfcx|| for every unit vector 3： in 7Y, A: 

being a positive integer. It is the aim of this note to introduce a new 

class of operator which generalizes the class of *-paranomal operators, 

and to give some properties. Our new class of A:*-paranomal operators 

occcupies the following place;

{Nomal} (Z {k — hypernomal} C {k* 一 paranomal} C {Nomaloid).

Various examples have been constructed to show the prope호 inclusion 

relation among the clashes.
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2. fc*-Paranomal Opertors

THEOREM 1. Let T be a weighted shift operator with weights {an）, 

then T is -paranomal if and only if\an-^\k < |。盘|。&+1| • , • |an4-fc-i| 

for all integer n.

Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of 為*-paranomal.

Lemma 2 [1]. For each k, ifT is k-hyponomal, then Tk is hypono- 

ma] operator.

THEOREM 3. IfTis k-hyponomalj then T is k-quasi-hyponomal.

Proof. Note that T is 1-hyponomal if and o이y if T is hyponomal. 

We shall prove inductively that

（꼬*T）k V 71 시

Suppose that they are true for k ~ n — 1 and T is n-hyponomal. Then 

we have, by Lemma 2

（T*T） n _ 71*（717겨:）n—171 v r*（T，*2~，）ra—^7* V 7겨[2겨^75—I）/ _ y*nyn

Therefore T is n-quasi-hyponomal, which complete the proof.

THEOREM 4. For2 < k, ifT is k-hypomomal, then T is -paranomal.

Proof, Ths is clear by Theorem 2.4[2],

ll&ll* < 11（暨「声께 < 俨꽤,

if k is even, and

||T찌I* < ||«「*幻스그一께 < ||朴쩨,

if k is odd, for each unit vector x in ?七 Hence the inequality ||2"이<
I伊께 holds for each unit vector x in and so T is fc*-paranomal.

Corollary 5. IfTis k-hyponormaly then T is k-paranomal.

Remark 6. A ^-paranomal need not be a k-hyponormal operator.
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EXAMPLE 1. Let }C be the direct sum of denumerable copies of 7Y. 

Let A and B be any positive operators on 7Y. Let n be any fixed positive 

integer^ define an operator T = T^.B.n on 1C as • •')=

(0, Axi, • • • , Axn^ Be管+], • — ). A simple computation shows that
the operator T = Ta B.n is k-hyponormal if and only if0< B2k — A2fc. 

Let T = Ta where A and B are positive operators on 7Y satisfying 

this time A2 = C and B4 = D)where C and D are positive operators 

on H defined as

and

Then T is ^-paranomal operator if and only if B4 — 2AA2 + A2 > 0 

for each A > 0. And

A - 2濟 + 已八 g + 人2 = (第驾 (2쓰記 4), 

which is a positive operator for each A > 0. Hence T is *-paranormal 

operator. However, 

is not positive. Hence T is not a k-hypornomal operator,

THEOREM 7. For > 3, there exists a -paranomal operator which 

is not *-paranoma/ operator.

EXAMPLE 2. For fc > 4, let {en}^^o be an orthonomal basis of 

the Hilbert space H.

Define a bilateral weighted shift T on T~L with {an} given by

5 ifn< -1,

、R if n = 0, 

岸 ifnZL

Clearly |%-1|저 < |a시 … |cy너七_打 for n / 1. fbr n = 1, |a0|fe < 

1% 诉시 • , *네. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 1 that T is 

paranomal. But T is not a ^-paranormal operator as «o > 街.
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THEOREM 8. For k >2, there exists a k^-paranomal operator which 

is not k-hyponomal operator.

EXAMPLE 3. For k > 3, let {en}：二쯔%。be an orthonomal basis of 

the Hilbert space T~L.

Let T be a weight shift with weights an,

1
2
2

1

if n < —1, 

if n = 0, 

if n = 1,

、2 if n = 2,3,4, •••,

Then T is 5*-paranomal, but T is not 5-hyponomal.

THEOREM 9. If T is a k^-paranomal operator}then T is nomaloid.

Proof. By Definition of ||T||, i.e. ||T|| = 씨|；||께 = 1), there

exits a sequence {xn} of unit vectors su산i that ||T*xn|| —> |区너= ||T||. 

We may suppose, without loss of generality that ||T|| = 1. Since for 

any unit vector x 펴‘쎄* < IlT^xIL we have lim||Tfcxn|l = 1. This 

leads to lim]|T^n|| = 1, 1 < j <

Since

II 暗坷 = 11 꼬* 為 Illi 끄圳
II 為 II

2 IIE隅，

if we put in this inequality, x = xn we obtain

서%시| = L

Also, if lim ||Tpxn|| = l,p < I, then lim ||Tp+1xn|| = 1.

This is the consequence of the inequality as follows :

I 伊+1 이 I = I]"叩+1-*께
rpl^l-k

MRb如川坤아께

> Ilf*尸서T %ll 
스以 1 미 ||丁서느—*께*

=||T* 尸+1-％监||尸+1一%||17
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and

||T* 时+1T께 = 収、*7尸.쎄
ml — k

= "Tjj顽二頌卩"*께

z II唁島/叶％II

_ ||R+1T께2||기찌I
=一'府EiP——'

Hence

||尸+1圳 > ||尸+17쎄씨|利+1-%|卩7||尸一%l「*.

Therefore

lim||T，+1xn|| = l.

By an hitroduction argument, we obtain that for every j

lim||Z%7세 = 1.

This proves the theorem.

From the above Examples and Theorems, and in [2], the class of 

fc*-paranomal operators finds the following place in the hierarchy of 

classes of operators as follows:

nomaloid

/ \
fc-paranomal fc*-paranomal

T
A:-quasi-hyponomal

\ T
fc-hyponomal

where the symble -> indicates the infusion relation.

COROLLARY 10. If T is a k^-paranomal operator, then the spectral 

radius ofT;氏練（「） is equal to ]|T||.
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